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President’s Message

Mike Daum

On June 2nd at 6 pm , it's all about the group picnic! I look for-
ward to this event every year, as it allows me the opportunity
to approach and actually engage in a meaningful conversation

with as many in our group as I can. It's also great to meet other fam-
ily members that you will bring along. For those of  you who are new
to the group and may feel uncomfortable among "strangers" in this
kind of  a social setting, all you need to do is blurt out a wood type or
tool that interests you, and you will surely make a bunch of  friends in
a hurry!

Come to think of  it, my greatest satisfaction is witnessing these
moments when two or more woodworkers meet for the first time and
talk shop. It warms the heart with pride knowing that our group may
be responsible for forging friendships. By the way, if  you didn't know
- the Long Island Woodworkers has a Facebook page too.

For this years' picnic, we are splurging for a caterer to feed us, and give
everyone a break from the grill. We know it will rain (has every year
save one), so all we ask is that if  you have a pop-up tent you could
lend, please bring it along. Desserts would also be welcomed - as
would any entertainment. I'm sure Karl Blessing will bring along his
guitar. I'm hoping Fred Schoenfeld will reveal his wood puzzle secrets
to us that he presented at the May meeting. I would also recommend
a mosquito repellent and warm clothing (from experience). I do not
intend to hold a formal meeting in the barn for this event. Let's just
eat, drink, be merry, and talk woodworking! 

Remember the picnic Wednesday 
June 2nd 6 PM at the Barn. 

If  you plan on bringing any food, 
please coordinate with Bob Urso.

FIELD TRIP

June 23rd, to ML Condon’s Lumber in White Plains, then
lunch at Fratelli’s on Eastchester Road and Mace Ave. in the
Bronx. We will meet at Christopher Morley Park (exit 36N
on the LIE), at 9:30 AM. If  you want to sign up, please con-
tact Charlie James. The cost of  the lunch will be split even-
ly on the trip (we don’t do separate checks).
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Mike Daum opened the meeting at 7:21 andmen-
tioned that all members should be wearing
name badges. If  you do not have a name tag,

make out a temporary one and a permanent one will be
available next month. Mike apologized for not being
able to have last months permanent badges ready, as
there was a shortage of  printer ink in the South Setauket
and surrounding areas.

If  anyone did not receive their Woodrack via email,
please see Joe Bottigliere.  In addition, you can see the
full color version on the Website.

There was a new visitor and prospective member with
us tonight.  He is Rob Scharf  and became aware of  the
LIW by visiting the LIW Show at Bethpage.  Rob works
as an engineer in Lindenhurst and has been active in
woodworking for 10 years.  Welcome Rob!  

If  you missed out on the Saturday workshop that
Charlie James scheduled on marquetry, there is another
one tentatively scheduled for July 17.  This will be a con-
tinuation of  the first marquetry workshop.  If  Charlie
cannot arrange for that workshop to continue, he will
arrange a workshop with another subject. 

Roger and Greg, our co-chairmen gave us some good
news:  Old Bethpage Village Restoration (OBVR) has
guaranteed the LIW the same location for our 2010
show November 13 and 14.  OBVR is also going to try
to block out that weekend for the next few years for us!
Roger and Greg thanked all those members who
(re)submitted information on the past venues because at
the time Roger and Greg had not heard from OBVR
that we had the venue for sure.  Greg reported that there
will be a charge to enter but it is yet to be determined,
however, all monies made on venders, raffles and sales
will be ours to keep.  He also stated that we will need
someone to be at the entrance gate to check tickets.
Members working at the show will be given free entry
for that day. Roger stressed two things; one, that we need
projects, projects and more projects AND that you
should bring everyone you know to the show to make it
a success.  One member asked if  we could pre sell tick-
ets to members.  Roger and Greg will look into this. 

Mike D. asked for and received a membership report
from Joe B.  Currently there are 227 members.  The trea-
surers report was that we still have money in the bank,
Steve Costello has been cleared of  charges of  last year
(joking), all rent paid, etc.  Mike asked for three people
to review the Treasurers books, as are required by the
LIW By-Laws.  Gary Goldberg was the only member to

Secretary’s Report

Steve Blakley

continued on page  4                                                                           

Show Biz

Roger Schroeder &
Greg Nicharico

M
ay was a productive month for the annual

Woodworkers Show. A day after the last

general membership meeting, we sat down

with Jim McKenna, Director of Old Bethpage Village

Restoration (OBVR). Issues that have lingered or we

thought would come up were discussed in detail, and

all parties left the meeting feeling the beginnings of a

permanent relationship and commitment.

Highlights of our discussion included publicizing the

show, entrance fees, and cost for the two-day event.

Much to our delight, OBVR is willing to pick up the

lion’s share of advertising and publicity, although our

club will contribute a percentage. Hopefully we will

have not only newspaper but also radio coverage. The

numbers discussed are well within our budget for

2010. 

When it came to admissions, Jim offered us a “group”

rate. Cost to club members, their friends and relatives

will be $5. Children will get in for $4. The venue fee

remains the same: $300 per day, with Friday to set up

at no cost. This year’s show is scheduled for

November 13 and 14.

volunteer to do this, so we still need two more members
to help Gary out.  The books will be reviewed at the
June meeting.  

Speaking of  the June meeting, Mike reported the picnic
will be catered by Famous Dave’s.  Mike asked for mem-
bers to bring in desserts.  (It was later decided to have
Mr. Softee there also).  Mike also asked members to
bring in pop up tents if  they have them.  The cost will
probably be $10.00 per member and $5.00 for each addi-
tional family member.  Joe B. will bring in the refresh-
ments.

Mike stated that Steve Gazes needs a back up for the
library.  While nobody initially volunteered, he is confi-
dent someone will come to him later in the evening.  

SIG reports;  The SSOW will be working on the egg
faces and will be showing their snowmen.  LISA will
have Alain Tiercy give a demonstration on fretwork; the
LIC will have Larry Schwartz do a presentation on the



free software program Sketchup and the LIWG will have
Don Lindsey do a presentation on inlays with minerals.

News:  One of  the members reported while it was not
about woodworking, Rich Blum was on National Public
Radio and gave a presentation about the problems bee
keepers are having.  (Rich is also an exterminator.)
Anyhow the information that was conveyed was that bee
honey from local keepers has been found to help with
the symptoms of  allergies.  Matt Stern reported he was
moving and had some items for sale.

There was a lot of  show and tell this month.  Gary
Goldberg brought in a Bora clamp whose edge can be
used as a guide.  This clamp’s head rotates.  While he has
not used it yet he is looking forward to doing so.  Rich
Weil brought in a bird house with natural bark for the
front; a small bird house with a magnet on the back for
the refrigerator and a bird house kit in a box, which he
gave away.  Frank Allaire brought in a real nice old time
stagecoach with horses.  Pete Profeta brought in a great
looking, 32 piece segment lidded box and Fred
Schoenfeld brought in and passed around a whole bunch
of  wood puzzles that were guaranteed to drive you
insane!  Charlie Morehouse brought a piece of  wood that
was completed (from last months presentation).  It was
finished with a French Polish process and it looked
absolutely beautiful!

The raffle was held and three prizes were given out.

It was now time for our presenter of  the night, Steve
Price.  Steve would be talking about caning a footstool.
Steve reported that there are two types of  weaving; splint
weaving and cane weaving.  What Steve was using now
was flat reed which comes from the rattan palm vine.
The middle of  the vine 3-4 inches of  diameter and the

pith is what is used for the flat reed (cane). The cane
must be soaked before using.  There is a good side and
bad side of  the reed and when bent one way there are
fibers that spring up and the other way is smooth and
flat.  This is the side that you want on top.  

When weaving a rectangular seat start with the longest
piece.  The first layer is called the warp layer and you go
from the front to back in a continuous loop across the (in
this case) footstool.  The second layer is called the
weaver.  To start the warp layer you tack it to the inside
to the rear rung.  The tough part of  the process is man-
aging the length of  the reed.   Weave right to the corners
keeping the weave pretty tight.  When adding the weavers
it will tighten the wrap.  The reed shrinks very little when
it dries.  It takes a lot of  cane to fill up the footstool and
you will need to splice a piece to the first piece.  When
you do this you add on the next piece so it is spliced
together on the bottom of  the chair.  You begin by using
a spring clamp and hold the first piece of  cane in place
on the footstool frame.  Then you overlap 4 or 5 inches
of  the end of  the one piece to the beginning of  the sec-
ond piece and then staple them together.  

Once the whole footstool is done, you move on to the
next process, which is the weave process.  This particular
weave will a herringbone design with “3 over and 3
under”.  This produces the herringbone pattern.  A her-
ringbone pattern can also be “two over and two under”.
To weave, you look for a short piece.  The first one is a
fill in, to fill in between the posts.  The important thing
is that you have to keep track of  where you start.  The 3
over and 3 under process is repeated every 6 weaves.  For
the fill in start under one over three under three and
repeat the process over and over again.  Mistakes are not
especially difficult to correct, just pull that weave out.
After the fill in strand, when the top is done, you proceed
to weave the bottom.  Move the fill in strand over as far
as possible using a short piece for the end piece.
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The second weave you start TWO under before starting
the 3 over and 3 under process.  The third weave is
THREE under before starting the 3 over and 3 under
process.  Continue this process until completed.

When weaving and coning to the end of  a strip, end it on
the bottom and double weave with the end of  one piece
and the beginning of  another piece of  weaving.
Overlapping them for two sets of  warps.  (6 strands).
Do not pull taught until you get to the top so you don’t
pull it out.  When it is on the other side it will tighten
itself.  Your fingers and hand work well but if  you need
to, you can use any flat tool to push the strips together.  

Steve recommends the books, Caners Handbook and
Chairmaking Simplified.

Weaving with Rush: This is more difficult, as it shows in
three dimensions.  The only two things that Caning and
Rushing have in common is that you start tacking the
inside right side. The weaving of  the rush is the same at
every corner.  Over the opposite rung around under and
come back over itself  over the side rung, across and
repeat.  

Rush must be woven tight.   One of  the problems that
you have to be aware of  is that your going to want the
sides to be developed squared.  When splicing, use a
square knot with the rush.  (To really understand this,

look for the video of  this presentation in the LIW
Library.)

Once again this was another great presentation by
one of  our talented LIW members.  Thanks so
much Steve!



SIG President Bob Urso opened the LIWG meeting
at 7:26 PM.  He stated that the June meeting would
be offset turning with Carl Sanger.  He also men-

tioned that the AAW symposium would be in Hartfort,
CT on June 18, 19 and 20.  Those who wanted to go
should make their plans as soon as possible because the
price only increases as time gets closer.  It was also stat-
ed that the AAW symposium is historically better than
the Saratoga show. 

Bob asked for someone to officiate the meeting next
month and Steve Fulgoni will officiate at the meeting.  If
for some reason Carl cancels, Steve F. will put together a
presentation and Charlie Felsen will officiate.

It was time for show and tell and Charlie Felsen showed
two nice oak bowls he made, one having lines burnt into
the outside edge.  Charlie used three coats of  high gloss
Fornby’s tung oil for the finish.  Barry Saltsburg showed
a home made sanding disk cutter he made out of  galva-
nized pipe and a maple and sapele covered bowl.  Hal
Usher showed a variety of  bowls he made out of  maple
burl; dogwood; spalted beach and spalted maple.  Very
nice work guys!

Bob asked everyone to support the raffle and there were
three nice prizes given out, with one prize of  a bowl
blank donated by Hal Usher.  Frank Kiefer spoke about
the LIWG becoming a chapter member of  the

AAW.  There was a general consensus to join and Frank
will follow up on this. 

It was not time for our speaker.  Don Lindsley is by trade
a retired geologist.  His interest in woodworking and his
work background had him experimenting with putting
the two together and he had some really wonderful sam-
ples that he passed around the room.  Don uses a variety
of  minerals, both crushed and in powder form.  To see
the minerals and how they look in different types of
wood, Don passed around a demo block, which can also
be seen at http://www.thewellturnedbowl.com/minerar-
ticle/index.htm The first two photographs are of  min-
eral stones and powder that Don uses in various woods.

Done spoke on a double edge natural bowl that he used
a Malachite powder in.  You can get these powders and
stones at Craft Supply USA, page 74.  There you will find
crushed stone, fine powder and Malachite.  However,
this can be a bit expensive at $10-$12 an ounce.  Don
also described the process for putting the name of  the
inlays he uses on the bottom of  a bowl.  Using a LASER
printer, he types in the name of  the inlay backwards,
then he uses a transfer iron (Woodcraft) and transfers the
lettering onto the bowl.  DO NOT use an ink based
printer.  It will NOT work.  He usually buys the stones
in solid forms at geology shows and breaks them down
to the coarseness of  rock or powder that he wants. Don
uses a cast iron mortor and pestle, which can also be
made out of   different sizes of  galvanized pipe.

Don does not use epoxy for this process because he feels
it is too thick and does not get down into the pow-
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Turner’s Guild

Mike Josiah
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der.  He uses very thin CA glue and then a medium CA
glue (both are brand name EZ Bond Instant Glue) on
top of  that.  To start this off, Don turns a groove in the
bowl and puts a Deft finish on the bowl.  He then fills
the groove with the powder, so it isjust slightly proud of
the top of  the groove.  After that he puts in the thin CA
glue, just enough to make it damp.  Before the thin CA
glue can harden he puts the medium CA glue on the top
of  it all.  Don uses an activator, but only a “spritz”
because too much activator will make the CA glue boil
and the CA glue will not be as strong.  During this time
Don gave out two handouts describing the hardness of
the minerals and what tools can be used on which min-
eral to turn it down.  The above mentioned website also
houses these handouts. To fill a crack, Don uses colored
cocktail napkins to take up space in the crack, then adds
a bit of  the thin CA glue to hold the napkin in place (this
saves on the cost of  completely filling a void with expen-
sive minerals).  Don uses an old file as a scraper to take
off  the excess minerals, but cautions while using this as
the file is brittle and could cause an accident.  A question
was asked about using colored sand as an inlay and Don
said that if  real sand is used, sand is quartz and thus
harder than a turning tool and could not be smoothed
with a turning tool.

This was a great presentation by Don Lindsley and I am
sure everyone learned a lot. Thanks so much Don!
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Secret Society of
Woodcarvers

Steve Blakley

Template Routing

Daryl Rosenblatt

Template routing. Sounds simple—actually it IS simple. You
make a pattern out of a flat sheet, and then you use a router
with a patternmaking bit to follow, and voila! You have an

identical shape in multiple pieces of wood. It actually is that simple as
long as you follow some guidelines.

PLAN AHEAD. This is true in woodworking and everything else. In
almost all cases, the pattern is being made because you have to make
multiple copies of a shape with curves in it. Otherwise, a miter gauge
and table saw fence would suffice. Before you even start, consider
what the curves will be. Remember, your goal here is to make a pat-
tern, make it smooth, and then make the cuts repeatable and as
smooth as your pattern. If you can, make the curves circular. You will
find that in most cases, even (especially) in period furniture, those
curves and goosenecks are compound radii. Take a look in our
Gallery, at my web page. The large headboard I did was a result of
numerous large patterns with compound radii. There isn’t one irregu-
lar curve in the bunch. That’s because it’s WAY easier to use a router
and circle maker than to hand cut, file and sand smooth an irregular
curve. So if  possible, start with a radius, or radii.

PICK THE RIGHT TEMPLATE MATERIAL. Whenever possible, use
something like masonite or MDF. And use ¼” material, DON’T go
to 1/8” just because it’s available. It won’t work. Plexiglas or some
other ¼” plastic sheet will certainly work (and is good for certain types
of clamping, and for long term use as well). You can use plywood (I
just did, but it was for a quick curved shelf project and I had the mate-
rial in hand). However, plywood has two pitfalls. The first is that it’s a
layered material, so it’s that much harder to make smooth. The second
is you will generally use Lowe’s, Home Depot’s or a local lumber yard’s
plywood, not Robert’s or Rosenzweig’s plywood. And as you can see
from the photo, this cheaper plywood is cheaper for a reason. The gap
here is not a groove I machined, but an actual gap in the plies. Cheap
plywood is GARBAGE, and because of the glues, you can’t even burn
the scraps in a wood burning stove. THIS PLYWOOD ISN’T
EVEN GOOD ENOUGH TO BURN!!!

Use anything you can to make sure the edge of the template is smooth
and SQUARE. Remember, you have a lot riding on this edge: your
final shape and a router bit. Use a rotary drum sander, or one con-
nected to a drill press if  you can. Don’t hand cut anything you can
machine;, you really need this edge square. And the slightest imper-
fection in the shape will translate into the same on your finished piece.

Place the template over the piece, trace the edge with a pencil, and then
cut with a bandsaw or jigsaw the shape, leaving (if  you can) 1/16”, but
never more than 1/8”. Repeat this mantra, because it holds if  the

router you are using is a Dremel, a laminate trimmer, or  a 3 HP mon-
ster: A ROUTER IS A FINISHING TOOL. That’s why you take
light passes, and why you can take heavy passes with a shaper. A
ROUTER IS A FINISHING TOOL. Unless you are pattern routing
some very curly wood, then the 1/16” is what you should aim for.
The less you rout, the better your final cut will be (and the longer the
bit will last too).

Get a good quality patternmaker’s bit. Actually, they are all pretty good
these days. I know Bob Urso can get you MCLS router bits at a very
good price. Depending on the thickness of the finished piece, you

On April 28, 2010 at 7:10PM, SSOW President Ed
Piotrowski opened the meeting by welcoming
everyone who attended.  He encouraged everyone

to purchase raffle tickets and then asked Steve Blakley for
a Membership and a Donation report which was given and
accepted. 

Ed also reported that the club still has wood for sale,
including wooden eggs, which would be used tonight.

There were some real nice show and tells this month.
Frank Napoli brought in his finished gargoyle walking
cane; a spoon he made out of  an old piece of  wood (and
of  course the egg faces he made) and John Hons, Richie
Zimmerman and Steve Blakley brought in a boot they
were working on.  Those who brought in their snowmen
showed their progress on them also.

Steve Blakley spoke about the Woodcarvers Festival in
Port Allegany on the third Saturday of  June (the informa-
tion which he received from Bob U.).  He also spoke about
a problem he had with Smoky Mountain Woodcarver’s
when he ordered basswood eggs.  A good number of  the
eggs were defective in size and quality.  They were replaced
but Smoky Mountain Woodcarvers reported that “In the
future all eggs will be shipped “as is”.

Richie Zimmerman spoke about Lakeshore Hardwoods
and that they have some ebony dowels available for under
$5.00.

The donations were collected and one interesting trinket
was had.

Ed P. introduced Frank N. who was residing over the
wood spirit egg face.  With Frank in the lead we started
carving the face, starting with the eye; nose and cheek
cuts.  More will be done next month.  

continued on page 10
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President Matt Stern asked if  there was any new or
old business, of  which there was none.  He asked
Barry Saltsberg for an update on future meetings

and Barry stated that the June meeting would be a Round
Table discussion, the July meeting was “open”, and the
August meeting Jim Brown would be talking about tuning
up your table saw, ways to work accurately and shop jigs he
uses in his workshop.  

Matt then asked if  anyone had any show and tell.  Jim
Brown showed a nice plant stand made out of  maple, fin-
ished with a wipe-on polyurethane; Norm Bald showed a
nice pizza paddle finished with mineral oil, and Greg
Nicharico asked if  the mineral oil was heat resistant.  This
led to a short discussion on a heat resistant finish.  Matt
Stern suggested that the book, “Understanding Wood
Finishing” by Bob Flexner
(http://www.amazon.com/s?ie=UTF8&rh=i%3Aaps%2C
k%3Abob+Flexner&page=1) might have a chart in it that
could show which finishes meet this request.

Matt also reported the Executive Board of  the LIC
approved the purchase of  a two disk tutorial on Sketchup,
which he already downloaded and burned to CD and
brought with him tonight.  Bob Urso reported that the
Brookfield Craft Center north of  Danbury Connecticut has
closed its doors. Greg N. said he purchased an Oneida dust
collector (“Dust Deputy”) and used a 30 gallon waste con-
tainer with an old pool filter hose and he is very happy with
it.

Matt then introduced LIC member Larry Schwartz, who
would be giving a demonstration of  Google Sketchup 7.1.
Larry retired three years ago and began to concentrate on
woodworking in earnest.  He started using Sketchup
because, while drawing up a project he was working on, he
had to start over numerous times.   He investigated
Sketchup and has been using it for about a year now.  There
are two versions of  Sketchup, a Pro version and a free ver-
sion.  (Both come in Mac and Windows versions)  There is
also a tutorial version, which is not free, but since we now
have it in the LIC possession, you can use that one.  Larry
said that most of  what he was going to show tonight was
taken directly from the Sketchup tutorial disk.  It is very
simple to use and understand.  In the tutorial disk there are

two sections, one for beginners and one for more  advanced
woodworkers.  While “out of  the box” the system is set up
for architects,  he would show us how to program it for
woodworking.  In the architects “mode”, the program  is
very versatile,  able to interact with backgrounds, Google
Earth and many more aspects.

The best part of  the program is it’s ability to “undo”
numerous entries.  (This program has no resemblance to
the e-cabinet program that was demonstrated a few months
ago by Al Anastasi.)  As Larry said earlier, the presentation
tonight would be taken from the tutorial disk and he hoped
to show us how the building blocks work, navigation, build-
ing a table and then erase everything and show us a better
way of  building a table.

There are three axes used in the program, blue, green and
red, which run perpendicular to each other.  You can
import a vast array of  images from Google 3-D Workhouse
for Sketchup and Larry imported a table for us to see.

Larry first showed us how to navigate the software.  A
wheel mouse is recommended for the program.  With it you
can draw, zoom and move at the same time.  The com-
mands most commonly  used by Larry are the commands
orbit, pan and zoom, all found in the tool bar.  (Question:
If  you have a rough drawing and add the “scales”, does the
program set this automatically?  Answer:  Yes, but drawing
to scale is what the program is all about.  After you draw a
line, you let go of  the mouse and type in a number.  This
number is associated with the dimension that you want.)
Larry also showed the “tape measure” tool, which shows
distances from point to point.  

Starting with a new blank screen Larry selected the pencil
line from the task bars (there are also keyboard commands
for many of  the task bar items).  When drawing a line there
is a green dot at the end of  each line.  This is the end of
line point where you would start or end another line.  When
you draw another line near the green dot, the program
“assumes” you want to connect it to the line and does
so....this is called “inferences” by the program and can be
changed to vary the distance inferred.  (Don’t worry there
is a way to avoid this but it is for another class.)  To work
on small objects in any part of  the program simply zoom
in, make the changes, and then zoom back out.

Larry drew a rectangle and the inside of  the rectangle auto-
matically became shaded (and yes, you can turn off  this fea-
ture also).  The shaded area is called a face and the drawn
lines you made to make the rectangle are called the edge.
(Question:  Can you make a curved object?  Answer:  Yes,

Cabinetmakers SIG

Stephen Price
(written this month by Steve

Blakely)
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but it is a lot of  little straight lines.)  

There are two important windows that Larry suggests you
use and those are Instructor and Components.  The
Instructor window tells you what tool is selected and what
that tool does.  The Components window (which we
learned later) was to store items you made and identified such
as a leg or side panel.

Larry suggests the initial set up include: Windows/prefer-
ences/template/project design in woodworking/(inches)
Drawing/continuous line drawing; auto detect; misc - dis-
play crosshairs; Modified info: Units (fractions); display
units formats;  enable snapping (1/8) precision (0.0) and
snapping (15.0); View/toolbars: Large tool Set and proper-
ties.

Additional items Larry displayed were:  The sticky feature,
which came into play if  you put one object over another.
The items stick together and as you move or rotate the
items, they “pull” at each other, stretching and changing
shape.  To avoid this you can select all the edges and face
and using your mouse right click on the item and select
“make group”.  This will allow you to place one item on
another and disable the sticky feature; on his laptop he had
to disable hardware accelerator because it simply would not
show the box when it was drawn; Edges have no thickness;
Faces are enclosed areas only; the eraser tool erases items,
but cannot erase a face.  However the face can be deleted
with the delete tool; the push/pull feature which resizes (up
and down) the objects you selected and the move tool
which drags and drops items.

Using all of  the above features Larry now set out to make
a table.  It was simply awesome how all the features he
described individually and seemed so easy to understand as
a simple feature of  the program actually did work together
and produced a wonderful table.  But Larry was not done
yet; he said there was an even EASIER way to make a table.
This is where Larry introduced us to the Components win-
dow he earlier set up.  The components window made mak-
ing additional legs so much easier, and when Larry tapered
ONE leg, ALL the legs automatically became tapered.
HOW SWEET IT IS!

Unfortunately, we had run out of  time as Larry was show-
ing us this process, so the membership in attendance decid-
ed to move the June meeting agenda back and have Larry
come back in June to finish his delightful presentation on
Sketchup.

Thank you Larry for a job well done!

(Notes from Matt Stern: it was unanimously agreed at the
end of  the meeting that Larry would continue his excellent
presentation at the June meeting, and our RoundTable will
be thusly postponed to July). Also, Jim Brown was the first
member to borrow the two-CD tutorial; we welcome his
feedback next month. Also, special thanks to Steve Blakley
for sitting in and taking such excellent minutes!

then pick the right bit. MCLS calls them flush trimming bits, and they
can cut anywhere from ½” thick to 2” thick stock, and they cost
UNDER $15. Speak to Bob, and you will get the right one.

TRICK NO. 1: Fasten the template to the stock. How you attach the
template is important. If you can do it, and you can if  there is a lot of
waste after routing, just screw it on. This is rare of course. Generally,
what is used is double faced tape. And I don’t mean that stuff you buy
in a hardware store. Carpet tape doesn’t even work for carpet. I mean
the heavy duty turner’s tape that can hold up under use by a lathe. You
need to use long strips of it, and in various areas. And you need to real-
ly make that template stay in place. This is the same stuff I use when
I need to tape down a piece of wood that will be carved. It takes a lot
of side force. So tape it down with lots of tape, and then add pressure.
A block of wood with a mallet; whatever. I’ve even put these things
on the ground and stepped on them. When you do that, you will have
a very hard time removing the template. You are supposed to. If you
look at the next photo, you will see large holes drilled in the template.
When you run the tape, make sure it runs under those holes. Because
this is the real trick to double faced turners tape: alcohol removes the
adhesive. Simply put some denatured alcohol in the holes, and let the
alcohol spread through the tape. You can then lift off the template.

Rehearse your cut. You hear me say this a lot. And that’s because it’s
not done enough. Rehearse your cut, with the router unplugged. I
guarantee you, at least one time out of three, something will have to
be changed before you turn on that router (or saw, or drill press or any
other tool).

TRICK NO. 2: When you rout, it’s not always right to left, or left to right
when using a router table. It’s that when you are routing curves, you
rout DOWNHILL. That can include back routing (climb cutting).
Trust me, if  you are routing steep curves in 6/4 maple, and you sim-
ply follow the curve around, you will get some chipout. 

Make sure everything is clamped down securely. If the assembly
moves while you rout it, you stand a good chance at either angling in
your cut, dropping your router (while it’s still running - not a pleasant
thought) or badly hurting yourself. Remember, you are using a router
with a bit that doesn’t know it’s cutting into your hands or stomach. 

Pop off the template, and feel free to lie to everyone that you actually
hand cut the wood.

Template routing continued
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LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS

4 Pam Court
South Setauket, NY 11720

4/4 Spalted Beech lumber for sale.  Most 9” and
wider 8’ long, with great figure. http://www.right-
eouswoods.net/Beech_European_Spalted.html is
selling it for $14.20 a board foot, I am asking $7 a
bf for quantities less then 50 bf, $5.50 for quantities
over. 
Powermatic 719A Hollow Chisel Mortiser with 4
chisels and mobile base. Great condition, works
like a champ. Asking $595, about $950 for all this
new, save money and get a great tool.

Bill at wmarr@optonline.net, or 631 312 6617

Performax 25 x 2 Dual Drum Sander with Power
Feed; 5 hop 220 V  Leeson Motor. Machine has
“low mileage”

Bob Urso  (631) 724-4625 or through the club website 

12" Sear's bandsaw, good condition, $175,14"
Reliance Bandsaw, good condition $225, 10"
Ryobi Tablesaw, good condition

Charlie Morehouse (631) 271-7251 

3 hp 4 bag Reliant dust collector $275, 12” radial
arm saw, rusted but runs. Free to a good home.

Willie (631) 235-0186

Laser etched photos on wood. 

Contact Dave Schichtel at (516) 671-5964 or
www.the-wood-shop.com

Foley Model 387 Automatic Saw Filer
Complete with extra files.

Norman Picht (631) 242-9255

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,

Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

Fine Woodworking Magazines, issues 1-159 plus

index to 120 Excellent condition $475

Woodsmith Magazines, issues 1-143 plus index to

126

Excellent Condition $300

Gene Kelly (631) 265-5218

L.I.  School of Classical  Woodcarving &

Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;

http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

Need someone to tune a working Craftsman 10"

radial arm saw for a fee.

Harold Schechtel 631-539-6290

I have a live black walnut tree which is 55 inches in
circumference at one ft. above the ground  and
extends to 25 ft. to the first branch. The tree is
yours for the cutting. 
Jim Ganci at 631-271-7517 in Dix Hills

Delta plate joiner bench mount tilting table good
condition $85.00.

Harry Wicks 631-734-5738

Cherry 4/4 and 8/4
Quarter Sawn Red Oak 4/4 by 14" wide
Hard Maple, Curly Maple, Assorted pieces of White
Oak, Ash, Lacewood, Honduras Mahogany
Basswood 4/4 and 12?4 12" Wide, Purple Heart,
Sequenced matched Birch Plywood 1/4" and 3/4"
Partial Sheet of 1/2 " cherry Plywood.

Craftsman bench top router table Free
Freestanding Router Table $25.00
Common White Pine Assorted width and length
Free

Chris Lee (631) 754-2456

Makita LS1013  10” Dual slide compound
saw extra blade  & Woodhaven .drop stop
system .Mint condishion Never moved
around. $295.00  

Jim Clancy 516-822-8250

A pair of new Dust collector ONE  micron fil-
ter bags 18 inch diameter one has a window
$40.00. 

Frank Kiefer (631) 331-9383

T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e


